Happy New Year!!

Hive Happenings

Congratulations, Pioneer Pride Winners:

Maya Davis
Rhi Dhingra
Nick Luciano
Nathan Williamson

Monthly winners will be announced for this school-wide award. Recipients of Pioneer Pride demonstrate model behavior, academic success, team-building characteristics, and more!

Calendar of Events

Monday, January 13, 2014:
No School – Teacher Work Day

Tuesday, January 14, 2014:
Social Studies - 5.2 Quiz

Wednesday, January 15, 2014:
Science – Invertebrates Quiz

Hornets in the Hive!

Aminah Elaneizi
Likes reading, math, basketball, and shopping and wants to be a teacher in the future 😊

Kailynn Fuller
Likes math, science, reading, soccer, and shopping and wants to be an architect in the future!

Payton Major
Likes writing, soccer, video games, and orchestra and wishes he could be able to “teleport” in the future!

Andrew Reid
Likes social studies, football, basketball and Batman and wants to see a movie where Batman is better than Superman!!